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Graham Completes StateOf-The-Art Sports Centre
For Oundle School
Sarah Kerr-Dineen, Head of Oundle
School, said: “We are delighted to
open our new Sports Centre to pupils
and staff this September, with a general
public opening anticipated in October.
It is an outstanding facility which will
offer first-class sporting provision,
supporting our athletes both at the
top competitive level whilst catering
for a multitude of sports and leisure
activities. The versatile design of the
building will ensure a memorable
hospitality and viewing experience
for all and we greatly look forward to
being able to welcome visitors in due
course.”
Ronan Hughes, GRAHAM Regional Director, said: “GRAHAM
has a strong portfolio of delivering for the education and
leisure sectors, and this project is a further example of how
we do that with thought, skill, and a collective commitment
to delivering exceptional facilities to the people who matter
most – the pupils, staff and local community who will use
them for many years to come.” www.graham.co.uk

Leading contractor GRAHAM has completed a new £24 million
Sports Centre at one of Britain's leading co-educational
boarding and day schools in the English market town of
Oundle, Northamptonshire. Designed by Saunders Boston
Architects, the Oundle School Sports Centre provides bestin-class sporting facilities with a 50-metre swimming pool, an
eight court sports hall that offers adaptable playing space for
a range of sports, 70-station fitness suite, dedicated dance
studio, and three further multi-purpose rooms.
The versatile space can also be used for whole School
assemblies through the use of retractable seating. GRAHAM
implemented a range of off-site manufacturing processes into
its construction programme with the main frame constructed
of Cross Laminated Timber panels, providing a sustainable
structure with a high-quality finish. Dual use was factored
into the development to ensure that there will be year-round
community and sports club access to the state-of-the-art
facilities that span 5,000m2 of space.
4
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Modern Spectacle
Maker Cubitts Reveal
Newly-Refurbished
Borough
Store Inspired By
Religious Architecture
Cubitts brought in designer Deidra Hodgson to work
on the re-fit. Hodgson’s aesthetic comes from an
anthropological approach, ensuring there’s a feeling
of warmth, but not at the expense of functionality.
Hodgson said: “Taking inspiration from the divine
symbolism of the ziggurat, geometry of Modernist
churches and Wolfgang Laib’s work, 'Without Beginning
and Without End', the store evokes its previous life as a
mission hall while creating a myriad style framework for
its new inhabitants.”

At the back of the store, a confessional window allows
penitents to bring their broken frames for Cubitts to
repair, reglaze, or refurbish. They’ll even give them a
hydrosonic clean to wash away their sins. Elsewhere
a donation box is on hand for kind souls to drop off
their old frames, which Cubitt will polish up and recycle,
donating them to eye health charities that they work
within Kenya and Ethiopia.
Inside bold primary colours abound, a colour palette
also was chosen after extensive research into the
design details of Modernist churches. The exterior,
however, remains its signature vivid yellow shade - a
nod to the store’s previous incarnation as a banana and
potato wholesaler. www.cubitts.com

Taking the ecclesiastical theme as a reference point
for its refurbishment, the central focus of the store
is a custom-built wooden point of sale inspired by
the angular altars of Modernist churches around
the world. The frame displays are based on the
ziggurat, an ancient structure first constructed by the
Mesopotamians to raise their temples closer to the
heavens and therefore closer to the gods.
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“The easy-to-use functions of the built-in ovens enable the owners to turn their focus to helping
their children with homework or entertaining guests, letting the ovens do the hard work for
them,” comments Alex Van Vliet, Market Product Manager, Fisher & Paykel UK & Ireland. “For
cleaning after messy meals, the DishDrawer™ removes the discomfort that loading and unloading
a conventional dishwasher causes. The appliances take the stress of everyday living away
from this family and instead give them time for the more important things.” Just as with the
sculptural, gyroscopic fireplace, it was important to the team of architects that the appliances
did not detract from other architectural elements of the project.
The minimal palette of materials used when designing Fisher & Paykel products, based around
black glass and real, brushed steel, were therefore the perfect fit. “We like our products to
blend seamlessly into clean–lined modern kitchens,” says Van Vilet. “The control panel is clean
and simple to use, and our designer handle matches all the products within our range, including
the DishDrawer™ and the Fridge freezer. Our ovens are based on standard dimensions and can
be easily configured to suit your preference - side by side as here in Hahei House or stacked
vertically; any combination will deliver a unified built-in solution.” www.fisherpaykel.com/uk

Studio2 Architects Collaborate
With Fisher & Paykel To Complete
A Contemporary Beach House
Project In New Zealand
Found on the coast of Hahei, New Zealand, this remarkable beach-front property evolved from the idea of
sculpture and the existing landform to create a site that is visually harmonious with nature and intended to
be enjoyed by all. Searching for a tranquil home to escape to during their breaks from the city, the owners,
a couple with three children, enlisted Studio2 architects to execute a Scandinavian-style space with texturedwood interiors and a logical layout fit for entertaining. The kitchen therefore became the natural focus of the
project, with an expansive island setting the stage for everything from a solo morning coffee to evening drinks.
“This is a family that likes to cook together and socialise together, so this kitchen is designed to do that
efficiently and so people can come in to help without getting in each other’s way,” comments Paul Clarke,
Owner of Studio2 Architects Ltd. “The layout was created in such a way that multiple people can move easily
around the island and no-one gets “trapped” while working. It’s a thoroughly social experience, and a space
that everyone can be part of.” By incorporating the intuitive and spacious Fisher & Paykel appliances into the
space, the idea of the social kitchen was enhanced further by providing support for the owners when cooking
for the whole family.
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H2R Design worked closely with the client to execute their vision for Surround
which resulted in the minimal yet playful restaurant inspiring the sense of
community. “We focused on making Surround a spirited ‘playground’ for adults,
whilst retaining the elegant side. This can be seen in the wall grid, taking us back
to school graph paper, with quirky sketches and ‘doodles’ that create a nostalgic
language. As there is so much boldness on the higher level of the space with pink
taking prominence, we wanted to keep it quite cool and neutral as we worked our
way down”, explained Hasan Roomi, co-founder of H2R Design. (cont...)

Interior Design Of Chic
Burger Joint Created By
H2R Design

H2R DESIGN was appointed as the interior design firm
for Surround in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The award-winning
design firm was tasked to create a fun and playful space
with sophistication for the foodies of Riyadh to gather,
have great food and to really celebrate life together.
Primarily a chic burger joint, with other indulgent quality
foods, the interior design of Surround is colourful, vibrant
and an engaging space full of quirky design features
which displays the character of the space.
The brief was to create a fun and easy-going dining
concept, where friends and like-minded people get
together, catch up and relax over good food and good
company. The venue is conceptually divided into two
spaces: the workshop (open kitchen) and the playground
- the restaurant area, depicting the recess scene at school,
where groups of friends would congregate to catch up
while enjoying a bite.
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(cont...) “Our methodology was to combine the different ways of harmonising the playfulness
with the cultured. We didn’t want to scare people off by being too childlike, and we didn’t
want it to feel too sophisticated either. The pink perimeter paint was initially alarming for
the client, as it was so protruding. But once all the other materials and furniture coalesced,
they loved it! As designers, we always have to remind everyone to be patient until the
end, to really see the design as one holistic experience and to believe in it,” he continued.
The interior design features distinct use of materials and unusual amalgamations. For
example, concrete micro topping was incorporated as a neutral canvas, and the space was
built up with different tiles, marble and white, cut in different shapes and angles. Brave
colours in the furniture on the higher level form the sense of boldness and fun, while the
use of wood and rattan add a bit of temperateness.
The bold colours were influenced by the original branding, in pinks and greens. H2R Design
aimed to develop the identity of Surround holistically between the brand identity and
the location. The space encourages each visitor to use it differently, as if it were an adult
‘recess’ area where guests can sit in a big group, a pair or as an individual.
www.h2rdesign.com
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‘Inside Outside’ Kitchen,
Designed And Installed
By Brandt Design
Ultramodern and 100% family oriented, this open-plan kitchen
provides an efficient way to blend cooking and entertaining
with the outside garden space, offering a streamline
arrangement of custom furniture,
which is available from the Urban
Collection by Brandt Design.
With plenty of natural light able
to cascade into the kitchen
area, its open footprint and rich
material selection is well-placed
to capture the sun all year round
and emphasise the dynamic
combination of Vintage Oak,
Matt White and Putty Concrete
Graphite Urban furniture.

Scott Davis, Director,
Brandt Design,
says “This project
required careful
planning as the
kitchen was a key
part of a dual aspect
extension at the back of the house, where the
clients wanted maximum light whilst retaining
their privacy. Having a blank canvas for the
exterior wall meant that we could add gravitas
and create a pillar-effect with tall storage units
in a dark colour."
"The concrete-effect brought a subtle textural
detail to contrast with the warmth of the
wood flooring and oak breakfast bar. We
were also inspired by the industrial feel of
the steampunk-style fixtures and fittings,
and therefore wanted to link the suburban
location with city life and the great outdoors.
Clean lines and extensive storage solutions
were a necessity for this family home,
ensuring a well-organised kitchen that easily
accommodates a practical work space and
high foot traffic.”
The efficient U-shaped kitchen layout offers
a dedicated cooking wall with integrated
induction hob with practical wok burner and
set of double built-in ovens. To the left, we
designed a discreet wet zone which the family
use as a dedicated coffee station and open
shelving creates much needed storage in close
reach. Complete with a compact one bowl sink
and single lever kitchen tap, this area provides
an extra area for family members to use
without impacting the main cook zone or chef
working behind the island.

high-rise bar stools for the ultimate design
statement. A built-in wine cooler is ideally
placed at the foot of the island and integrated
larder storage, low level drawers and space for
a built-in fridge freezer make-up the remaining
run of cabinetry.
The main sink area is located on the right
hand side of this kitchen, beneath a large
kitchen window. This long stretch of worktop
features a double-bowl stainless steel sink
with c-spout kitchen mixer and pull-out spray
and below, an integrated dishwasher for the
height of convenience.
“We recommended a dark grey concreteeffect finish for this kitchen as it gives our
Urban Collection of furniture a contemporary
feel that contrasts with the light accent
colours throughout. Bringing an extra level of
radiance, the smart run of top units in white
above the hob blend with the splashback and
worktops, which are specified in Ice White
Quartz.” www.brandtdesign.co.uk

The generous central island unit incorporates
space for up to five to dine at a tactile
L-shaped oak breakfast bar, with designer
14
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TBA FIREFLY’S PASSIVE FIRE BARRIERS CPD
SEMINAR AVAILABLE ONLINE

HEAT PUMPS COME INTO
FOCUS IN THE UK

TBA Protective Technologies Ltd, who manufacture the FIREFLY™ range
of flexible fire barriers, have issued their latest CPD seminar on Passive
Fire Protection (PFP) via their website. The introduction to the new CPD
begins with an overview of PFP, citing the importance of sealing around
pipework, ducts and
other penetrations. The
presentation then moves
on to legal requirements.
Various elements of Part B
of the Building Regulations
are covered.

At last, there is significant interest being
shown in the UK in the possibility of using
heat pumps to meet the requirements for
renewable heat in homes up and down the
country. There are a number of very advanced
heat pump products readily available here in
the UK now – like LG’s Therma V AWHP series and sales have increased significantly over the
past twelve months.

There are various slides
showing illustrated
examples of the types of
detailing required, that good
design should consider
when deciding upon the
specification of a fire barrier.
The seminar then moves on to the importance of PFP components, and
provides examples of real life installations. The presentation is completed
by an example of IFC certification and lastly, the summary. Essentially
FIREFLY™ has created a straightforward and instructive presentation,
ending with a questionnaire to complete in order to receive a 2 Point CPD
accreditation. www.tbafirefly.com

Innovative New Product Brings Interlocking
Wall Systems to the UK
EverBlocks, a global leader in modular building systems, will bring a brand
new product that makes it easy to build and dismantle walls quickly and
easily, with no tools, no mess, and no hassle to the UK.
The innovative EverPanel
temporary walling system
is designed for both
commercial and residential
spaces, generating selfsupporting, self-standing
structures that economically
divide spaces, create
rooms, and define areas
as and when required.
The unique interlocking
modular wall system is made up of durable, lightweight panels that simply
snap together using a proprietary lug and connector system, with no tools
or cement required. Panels can be fitted in a straight line or at a 90 degree
angle to create corners, and can be stacked and layered to build to the
desired height.

Air to Water Heat Pump (AWHP) systems
– monoblocs or splits - present a variety
of energy-saving options for a home’s
heating and hot water system. By replacing
a traditional gas, oil, or solid fuel system,
an AWHP can significantly reduce carbon
emissions and energy usage. The device’s
absorption of natural energy from external
air makes it consume less energy than
conventional heating systems. The terms ‘Split’
and ‘Monobloc’ refer to how the system is
required to be set up in a home and in most
UK homes, a monobloc is the ideal solution.
A Monobloc is a bit like a combi boiler and
is literally a ‘single block’ system, where the
heat pump has all of its components - apart
from the hot water cylinder which is installed
in the home - located inside a heat pump unit
situated outside the property. A Split heat
pump unit has both an outside unit which
incorporates the heat exchanger and refrigerant
and an internal unit which sits inside the
property, usually in a utility or boiler room.
Head for www.lg.com/uk/heating-awhp.

Cupa Pizarras’ Iconic Hotel project
wins roof slate award

A prestigious
CUPA
PIZARRAS
project,
Henderson
House, has
won the
Slate Roofing
category at
the NFRC Scottish Roofing Contractor Awards. The CUPA
PIZARRAS project, submitted by roofing contractor
Avonside Roofing, won the Slate Roofing award for the
refurbishment work carried out on Henderson House.
After establishing that the existing slates were not
salvageable, Avonside Roofing recommended CUPA
PIZARRAS’ Heavy 3 slate as the ideal replacement for
the previous slate used on the property.
www.cupapizarras.com/uk

HEMP AT HEART OF LOW CARBON,
LOW RISE BUILDING SOLUTION
Building technology specialist, Roman Products, has
introduced a versatile new low energy, unitised building
system. Named Jo Blox, the rapid build block uses a
hemp foam resin core that can be produced in a range
of sizes and is considered ideal for the construction
of garden rooms, extensions or full eco-house designs
and the erection of emergency shelters in disaster
zones. The version on display will feature 12mm Magply
MgO board for the both faces to provide maximum fire
resistance, with the overall 200mm wall width achieving
Part L compliance, though other board materials can be
employed and the thickness increased to 300mm for a
super low energy solution. www.romanproducts.uk

CONTROLLING INFLUENCE...
The decision as to which controls to include in a
new build heating installation or in a heating system
replacement project is not straightforward, with a wealth
of options available and a range of combinations of
components that can enable the homeowner to be in
control of the heating in their home available. As well
as offering Boiler Plus compliant units, ESi is one of the
leading members of the OpenTherm Association here
in the UK, offering access to the OpenTherm protocol.
OpenTherm is a non-manufacturer dependent system of
communication between modulating HVAC appliances and
room thermostats.
Quite simply, it consists of a communication protocol
and an interface specification. It is important to choose
the controls you install based on the homeowners who
will need to use them. For people who prefer a control
dial to push button controls to control changes to heat
in a room the ESi Electronic Room Thermostats offer the
simple answer they are looking for. Available with or
without an LCD display, the homeowner simply has to
turn the dial to the desired temperature.
www.esicontrols.co.uk

EverPanel blocks can be used in both interior and exterior design and,
thanks to the hollow nature of the connecting panels, can be used to route
electrical and networking cables, helping to maintain a safe, hazard-free,
and organised environment. www.everpanels.co.uk
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Investing To Make Christmas
2021 A Big Town Centre
Footfall-Driver

Whilst the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic means that 2020’s
Christmas shopping trip to our town
and city centres will be subdued,
next year could be very different as
many shoppers seek to make up for
losing out on one of their favourite
experiences of the year. And it will be
a crucial time for high street retailers
who have faced a challenging 2020
as a result of social distancing, local
lockdowns and the choice made by
many shoppers to simply stay away
and shop online instead.
Christmas 2021 is, therefore, set
to be a big footfall-driver and
now is the time for town and city
centre managers to plan ahead and
optimise their infrastructure so they
can make it the best experience
ever. The popularity of Christmas
attractions is now known to boost
the fortunes of many of our towns
and cities. Many councils execute

Hush Acoustics’ comprehensive range of systems and products
provides housebuilders and developers with a clear route to
delivering comfortable, high quality homes that have superior
sound control and acoustic insulation that exceeds the
requirements of Approved Document E. Suitable for both new
build and refurbishment projects, the Hush range is designed
to minimise noise transmission within houses and apartments,
as well as from adjoining properties and external sources. This
encompasses an extensive choice of systems and individual
products capable of tackling any acoustic flooring, sound control,
sound reduction or sound insulation challenge in domestic
applications.

long established programmes
involving the decoration our town
and city streets, supported by food,
drink and retail stalls. All of this
needs safe, secure and reliable
access to power, water, gas and other
services in a way that does not affect
the look and feel of our urban spaces
for the rest of the year.
This is the reason why the range
of retractable, pop up service
units, in-ground service units and
power bollards from Pop Up Power
Supplies® is used extensively by
local authorities, city centre managers
and shopping centre operators across
the UK. These durable, easy to use
units are designed to provide power
and other services when you need
them, but are hidden when you
don’t, so there is no need to hire
temporary generators.
www.popuppower.co.uk

System
Approach Helps
Housebuilders
And Developers
Raise Acoustic
Standards

Developed and refined continuously by Hush over more than 25
years, these solutions enable architects, developers, self-builders
and building contractors to go well beyond the inadequate
standards defined by the building regulations of all the UK
nations, as well as wall and floor constructions approved under
Robust Details. The company’s acoustic insulation specialists
provide full technical and specification support too, ensuring
that the finished property exceeds expectations to maximise
homeowner satisfaction.
Hush Acoustics’ system solutions for walls, floors and ceilings
provide a dependable acoustic package for maximum control
and no risk of product substitution that could undermine
performance. These are formed by bringing together individually
strong products into a complete assembly, which has then
been tested as a full system to meet the required acoustic
standard, whether that is to address airborne, impact or flanking
transmission. Hush offers 22 different systems for timber floors,
plus a further nine systems designed for concrete floors. For walls
there are eight systems, and 30 different options are available to
address acoustic and sound issues with ceilings. Each of these
has been created to provide a solution for the different types
of construction used in UK homes and meet the target acoustic
performance level.
Rob Crampton, MD of Hush Acoustics says: “The acoustic
insulation and soundproofing standards set out in our building
regulations are woefully inadequate so it is important for
house builders and renovators to look beyond this and work
to standards that their buyers will really value. But it is also
important to provide upgraded acoustic performance that
doesn’t compromise other areas, such as in respect of thermal
performance and fire safety."
“With the way we’ve designed, tested and packaged our
acoustic systems for walls, floors and ceilings, specifying an
effective solution is straightforward with no need to spend hours
researching and evaluating a combination of products that may
or may not work well together. We explain how to achieve the
right outcome in our free CPD seminar which is available for
architects and specifiers to book now, and delivered virtually
through Zoom or any similar platform.”
For architects and contractors who know exactly which sound
control or insulating products they need to address a specific
issue, Hush Acoustics can also help. It offers the widest range
of high performing products ranging from acoustic foam and
floating floors, to resilient ceiling and wall bars and flooring
battens and supports. To find out more or book a CPD seminar
visit www.hushacoustics.co.uk
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Independent testing body
confirms airtight membrane
performance
Wraptite®, the only self-adhering vapour
permeable air barrier certified by the BBA has
successfully undergone independent testing
to confirm its performance compliance with
the requirements of the current standards
on airtightness as outlined by the Centre for
Window and Cladding Technology (CWCT).
Testing was carried out by Wintech Testing &
Certification, an independent UKAS accredited
testing laboratory and certification body.
The test methods were based on the CWCT

Standard Test methods for Building Envelopes
- December 2005, section 5 for air leakage
(infiltration & exfiltration). Tests were carried
out for both Air Leakage (Infiltration) and Air
Leakage (Exfiltration).
In all cases, the product passed the tests
and achieved results which were significantly
below the permissible values for air leakage as
outlined in the CWCT standard. By reducing the
likelihood of potential failures to meet designed
airtightness levels, the Wraptite System helps
ensure “as-designed” performance, narrowing
the performance gap between as-designed and
actual energy performance.
Unlike internal air barriers, which can be
complex and costly to install due to the
need to accommodate building services such
as electrical, lighting, heating and drainage
systems, positioning the Wraptite air barrier
on the outside of the structural frame also
simplifies the process of maintaining the
envelope’s integrity, as there are less building
services and structural penetrations to be
sealed. www.proctorgroup.com
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DRU Announces New Dik Geurts
Bora Corner Stoves

CCL Wetrooms launch new Wetroom
Installation Videos

Bora has a contemporary cubic design and is one of the most
popular stoves in the range. Bora Corner is a new version with glass
on 2 sides, so the flames can be enjoyed from all aspects in the
room. It is operated using a simple air slide. Bora Corner is available
in a number of variations. All models are Ecodesign 2022 ready,
have A energy ratings and the option of external air connection for
clean burning and
high efficiency.
This also makes
them suitable
for modern,
well-insulated
homes. They are
available from
approved DRU
fireplace dealers
throughout the
UK.
www.drufire.com

The task of installing drainage and waterproofing solutions into
a wetroom has been simplified, thanks to the new CGI animated
videos from CCL Wetrooms. Providing a visual step by step guide
to installing a Linear Screed Drain & Tilesure Waterproofing
& Decoupling
Membrane onto
a solid wetroom
floor, the cutting
edge wetroom
videos have been
designed to aid the
installation process
onsite.

Crittall launch innovative
thermally broken steel window
Crittall, the originator of the steel window and
the sector’s leading manufacturer, has launched
T60 - a highly innovative thermally broken
steel window and door system. T60’s slim
profiles replicate original Crittall steel windows,
combining traditional aesthetics with 21st
Century levels of performance. T60 features an
advanced high density polyurethane isolator as
a thermal barrier. This, together with housing
high performance double or triple glazing up
to 38mm wide, ensures the system surpasses

The BBA approved
Linear Screed Drain
has a unique 55mm
waterless Lo-Seal Trap that has been developed for installation
into shallow screed depths. Tilesure Waterproofing & Decoupling
Membrane creates a secure waterproof barrier that is guaranteed
to remain waterproof for the life of the wetroom tiles.
www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk

Alumaflex® Flexible Multi-Foil Gains LABC
Recognition For Magply
As a slim and highly efficient thermal multi-foil insulation for
use in roofs, walls and floors, Alumaflex® is ideal for barn or
loft conversions and in general timber frame construction. The
proven, high performance product has UKAS accreditation and
thanks to further investment by IPP (Magply), was also awarded
LABC Certificate No EW 1045 in July. Alumaflex® comprises four
components in 14 layers which include aluminium foil bubble,
aluminised foil, fibre wadding and polyethylene foam.
It was assessed by LABC for ‘Energy Economy and Heat Retention’
with the registration meaning Alumaflex® is recognised by Building
Control for use in England, Wales and Scotland although the
product is normally used in conjunction with additional insulation
such as PIR or mineral wool, to achieve the required U value.
Thanks to its versatility, Alumaflex® can help architects and other
specifiers achieve the highly sought after PassivHaus standard for
airtightness and perform as a vapour control layer by taping the
joints. With its reflective foil finish, it is effective in both winter
and summer, being that it retains warmth in the cooler months,
but reflects heat on hot days therefore offering greater comfort for
building occupants, as well as lower energy bills.
www.alumaflex.co.uk

the requirements of current regulations while at
the same time providing contemporary levels
of comfort, particularly in harsher weather
conditions where traditional steel windows may
not have previously been sufficient. Marketleading weathertightness performance has been
tested to European and ASTM Standards. As with
all Crittall products, T60 is corrosion protected
and finished with Duralife, an architectural grade
polyester powder coating. Its slim sightlines
maximize the benefit of natural daylight thereby
reducing reliance on artificial lighting.
Each frame is fully welded enhancing strength
and durability. The inherent strength of steel
gives peace of mind in respect of robustness
and security, boosted by optional multi-locking.
A wide range of opening configurations are
available. Traditional aesthetics ensure T60 can
be specified with confidence for Listed buildings
or properties in Conservation areas. The
clean, slender design is ideally suited both to
restoration work and new build projects.
www.crittall-windows.co.uk
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Howe Green Supplies
Floor Access Covers
For Inspirational
University Building
Howe Green supplied over fifty aluminium
floor access covers for the award winning
Collaborative Teaching Laboratory (CTL) at
the University of Birmingham’s Edgbaston
Campus. The CTL is part of a £40 million
plus investment by the university into
Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) subjects.
Howe Green 5000 Series Light Duty
Aluminium and 7500 Series Medium
Duty Aluminium Floor Access Covers were supplied to main contractor Morgan Sindall and were specified by
Sheppard Ross. The covers were installed by the team from Morgan Sindall and infilled with ceramic floor
tiles. In addition to ceramic tiles the 5000 Series and 7500 Series can be used with marble, terrazzo, concrete,
resin, wood or parquet flooring. The 5000 Series is suitable for use in areas with pedestrian traffic and the
load performance of the 7500 Series is for cars and light delivery vehicles up to 5 tonnes pneumatic tyre load.
The access covers can be removed, safely and easily, for maintenance purposes with the use of lifting keys or
Howe Green Access Cover Skates. The access covers fit perfectly flush with their surround to avoid the risk of
hazard from slips or trips. www.howegreen.com

Bradite Floors The Competition
A warehouse floor in Barnsley was transformed using Bradite’s new single
pack water-based floor paint, DP9 Floor-It. The 1200 sq metre power
floated, porous concrete floor had been
penetrated with oil so required preparation
for painting with Bradite’s TD39 Industrial
Degreaser. Diluted with warm water, the
solution was used to scrub the floor. Once
dry, the floor was lightly abraded to provide
a key for the Bradite DP9 Floor-It coating.
“I have used TD39 previously and I trust
it to do the job,” says Jay Summers,
Managing Director of Bedford-based Mayfair
Decorating Contractors who completed the
renovation. “It was the first time for me with
DP9, but I found it very user-friendly”, he
adds. Four coats of the high-performance,
water-based acrylic floor paint were applied
by roller by a team of two. Completing the
task in two phases meant the building could remain in use. Once the
surface was fully cured, it was again able to withstand fork-lift traffic.
Thanks to DP9’s quick recoat time of just 1 hour, it was possible to apply
two coats in a day. “Because the DP9 is water-based rather than epoxy resin, it is not thick
and gloopy which makes it easy to apply,” says Jay. Bradite Technical Sales Manager, James
Burton, re-assured him of the suitability of the product and the correct method of use.
www.bradite.com
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Winter Gardens Utilise
Style’s Partitioning Solution
The newly built Waterson Building is home
to a boutique collection of luxury residential
accommodation located in the heart of Shoreditch,
E2. Aiming to maximise floor space in the stylish
lofts, apartments and penthouses, elegant glass
enclosed winter gardens are accessed from both the
bedroom and lounge areas of many of the properties.
Successfully delineating the winter garden from the
rest of the interior, a Dorma Hüppe Varitrans glass
moveable wall system has been installed by sole UK
distributor, Style.
“The high-quality Varitrans internal partition can be
effortlessly moved into position, instantly creating
versatile indoor-outdoor space that is suitable for
all year-round use, as required by some planning
authorities and developers” said Julian Sargent,
group managing director of Style. The Waterson
Building offers residents a gated sanctuary that
has a 24-hour concierge, with facilities including
a library, gym, spa treatment room, saunas and
intimate cinema in which to relax and unwind.

bespoke Italian Poliform Varenna kitchens,
Waterworks family bathrooms, integrated comfort
cooling as well open balconies and winter gardens.
With over 20 years of expertise in the operable wall
sector, Style is the sole UK distributor for market
leading Dorma Hüppe moveable partitions. Working
closely with their manufacturing partner, Style
supported the development of the Varitrans system,
delivering the ideal solution for contemporary winter
gardens in residential settings.
Demonstrating their impeccably professional
approach, Style has won an incredible ten FIS Gold
contractor’s awards for the quality of its products
and installations. www.style-partitions.co.uk

Internally, each apartment features high quality oak
engineered hardwood timber flooring throughout,
23
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Stelrad Launches New Collection For
Bathrooms
And Kitchens
Leading radiator manufacturer Stelrad
Radiators has launched a new radiator
collection of existing and new radiators
under its ‘Boutique’ branding, offering a
comprehensive, premium range of living
space, kitchen and bathroom products.

The new collection is accompanied by
an impressive new 116-page brochure
and its own stylish section of the new
web site. This collection offers the
marketplace the widest range of styles
and by far the largest selection of sizes
of specialist decorative and designer
bathroom and kitchen radiators on offer
from any manufacturer in the UK.
You’ll find familiar and welcome
products in the new Collection - with
names such as Caliente, Concord and
Column – but equally you’ll find new
styles and names such as Como and
Lecco - products exclusive to Stelrad,
along with Silhouette as well as new
additions and designs for established
styles like the Concord Side Concept
and Concord Side Chrome – and even
Concord Chrome Vertical.
The UK’s no.1 brand in the radiator
market is adding style and appeal to
the kitchen and bathroom and adding
colours and chrome finishes to add to
the sparkle. www.stelrad.com
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DRU Launches
New Virtuo Series
Of Contemporary
Electric Fires

DRU Fires, based in The Netherlands,
is a leading European manufacturer of
contemporary fires and stoves in gas and
wood. DRU has launched the Virtuo, a
revolutionary, realistic electric fire with a
unique 3D flame picture and a design and
build quality that is the equal of its awardwinning gas fires.
The Virtuo series is based on the design
of the DRU Maestro range of high-end
gas fires. They are glass-fronted with
authentic log fire beds, realistic flames and
a selection of front-facing, 2-sided and 3sided models. The fires can be installed into
false chimneybreasts or other architectural
features around the home to create
complete, contemporary fireplaces.

Unique projection system - Unlike ordinary
electric fires, the Virtuo 3D flame picture is
generated by a unique projection system that
replicates the image of a real log fire, from
the tall, dancing flames to the glowing LED
fire bed and flying embers.
The mirrored Ceraglass interior further enhances the depth of image and there is even the
sound of crackling wood. There are three different flame variations, including special light
effects that can be updated. In addition, there
is a remote control and an exclusive control
app for smartphones and tablets with a timer
and thermostat.
Sustainable and efficient - Virtuo delivers a
cosy 2 KW output or it can be run as a purely
decorative fire. There are no ribbons to twist
or spindles to squeak and it is energy efficient
with low running costs.
Commenting on the Virtuo launch, DRU UK
general manager Niall Deiraniya said: ‘Virtuo
fulfils a real need in the fireplace market. Many
householders are moving away from burning
fossil fuels towards more sustainable home
heating. Virtuo is also suitable for today’s
well-insulated properties that do not require an
appliance with a high output, but still want the
luxury of a beautiful flame effect. ‘
For home builders and self-builders, Virtuo also
makes a very attractive option, as it requires no
chimneys, flue pipes or complex construction.
Simply plug it into the domestic power supply
and enjoy the experience of an atmospheric
log fire.’ Virtuo is available now from specialist
fireplace retailers throughout the UK. For further
information, visit www.drufire.com
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Stunning New Projects
With Elegant
Acoustic Design
Danish manufactured Troldtekt panels are commonly
specified throughout the UK and Europe to improve the
interior acoustic environment. Two recent Danish projects
are the transformation of an old building into a car dealer’s
offices for Karvil Biler, while the other is an extension of
Randers Architects’ own headquarters into a mix of offices
and exclusive residential units. Both projects use Troldtekt
® line with its perfectly symmetrical vertical lines to balance

“We wanted to create a coherent look. The
milled grooves have a visually calming effect and
contrast well with the new raw concrete floor,”
the project manager explained. Troldtekt ® line
forms nine acoustic solutions that make up the
“design solutions” range which combines the
best ideals of form and function.

walls and ceilings with great aesthetics, conveying warmth
and providing a modern look coupled with high performance
sound absorption. For the Architects’ washrooms, Troldtekt ®
line was chosen to add visual vibrancy to the rooms. It also
exhibits different appearances depending on the angle from
which the wall surfaces are viewed.
The edges have been milled where the panels
meet the ceiling, around electrical sockets and
switches and also at floor level where bamboo
skirting has been integrated. All have been
elegantly cut to ensure a neat finish and fine
detailing. In the car dealers, Troldtekt ® line
was selected in order to enhance and benefit
the whole indoor climate.
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Founded on the Cradle to Cradle design concept,
100% Troldtekt’s natural wood wool panels
are manufactured in a new state-of-the-art
production facility. With a variety of different
surfaces and colours, they can be supplied in
the FSC ® 100% category (FSC ® C115450)
contributing to a building’s BREEAM, DGNB and
LEED rating. In addition to their high sound
absorption and tactile surface, the panels offer
high durability and low cost life cycle
performance, as well as inherent
sustainability.
They are also a natural, breathable
material which can absorb and
release moisture, which is why
they have been awarded an Allergy
Friendly Product Award by Allergy
UK. www.troldtekt.co.uk
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As we all spend more time at home in domestic offices, Cantifix
believe Solstice Glass can play an important role in addressing
negative mood and promoting wellbeing for current and future
generations. Charlie Sharman, CEO of Cantifix, said: “With autumn
bedding in and winter on the way, the dark and dreary days are
here to stay. Between our work on the Photon Space and during
this extensive lockdown period where we have been indoors, we
wanted to see how we could pack in as many features into the
glass which promote the benefits of natural light, whilst protecting
our customers from harmful rays at the same time. “To maximise
our wellbeing and health, we need natural light. Our bodies thrive
on it; it’s our primary source of Vitamin D, and it governs our
circadian rhythms and sleep patterns. It is a vital component of
the signature of life.

Contemporary elegance and
consistency for award-winning
TrägerHAUS
Imaginative architecture that creates era-defining
buildings takes into account every aspect of an external
envelope’s design to ensure consistency of form,
quality and optimum aesthetic appeal. The awardwinning exclusive new home by HAUS Collective,
TrägerHAUS, located to the south west of Glasgow, is a
perfect example of this approach.
Named as one of the top 100 houses in Scotland
since 2000 by the Royal Incorporation of Architects
in Scotland, TrägerHAUS is an extensive private
dwelling house that delivers an ambitious
contemporary residence extending to approximately
3,750 square feet. It's built on the periphery of the
Upper Whitecraigs Conservation Area on a plot that
slopes down from a main thoroughfare. Whilst the
scale and main volume of TrägerHAUS may not be
apparent at street level, this does not detract from

Not All Glass Is Created Equal –
Cantifix Launches Solstice Glass For Healthy Living
The inventors of structural glass have created a unique product
which can help regulate sleep cycles through the power of natural
light, while protecting us from the sun’s harmful rays. The new
range, called Solstice Glass, has been produced for domestic and
commercial construction by London-based Cantifix, who brought
structural glazing to the market almost 30 years ago.
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“However in the average UK home only 12 per cent of the outer
walls are glazed, meaning we live in relative gloom compared to
the natural light out of doors. As a result many people have no
access to a critical burst of morning light, keeping us in perpetual
biological darkness. “While our Solstice Glass can't bring the sun
back, it will at least increase your access to natural light, which
will allow your home to be rejuvenated, reinvigorated and ready
for the months ahead.” Charlie set up Cantifix in 1986 with his
brother William Sharman – co-author of the book ‘The Engineering
of Structural Glazing’. Fellow directors of the company include their
brother Matthew, who joined in 2007 as finance director, executive
director Charlotte Fox and director of operations Trisha Wadds.

For the past five years, Cantifix – run by brothers Charlie, Matthew
and William Sharman – has sponsored research by Oxford
University into the beneficial effects of daylight on human biology,
with studies taking place on the Danish Island of Bornholm and
in Sweden’s arctic north. This research involved the creation of
The Photon Space: a self-contained, standalone glass living space
designed to improve wellbeing, avoid ‘biological darkness’ and
help us reconnect with the natural world. The specifications for
Solstice Glass are based on scientific evidence gathered from the
Photon Space project, as well as other pioneering research led by
top scientists in this developing field.

Charlie Sharman said that while the costs of glass construction
were marginally higher than traditional methods such as brick and
mortar, the overall benefits should not be underestimated. “Glass
walls are not just stylish, they actually offer a significant health
benefit which in turn can bring many further cost advantages to
individuals, businesses and families,” he said. “The science has
only really been understood since the turn of the 21st century
– and it has taken time to come into the consciousness of
consumers and those in the property sector. “But the coronavirus
pandemic, as with many areas of society, is accelerating change,
and if Solstice Glass can become a feature of a changing world
then we’re happy to help".

Blue light in the narrow band width of 450 to 485 nanometres
wakes up our body clocks by suppressing melatonin, the hormone
essential for sleep. Solstice Glass has been designed to allow
these wavelengths through unhindered, a feature which would not
be true of all glass. Featuring low-iron manufacturing, with a high
performance laminated outer sheet to filter out harmful UV light
and an acoustic laminated inner sheet, Solstice also creates safe,
beautiful, peaceful and functional home spaces through its use of
glass walls, floors and rooflights.

“This is the first time that all of our years of expertise and
significant scientific research have been rolled into one product
which we offer as standard. We’re passionate about helping people
lead better lives in their homes, relieving stress and improving
mental health. So to be at the forefront of what could be a stepchange in construction... it’s an exciting time.”
www.cantifix.co.uk/solstice

the visual appeal of the property as a result of careful
consideration of the materials for the home’s outwardlooking elevation and main entrance.
Key to this was the decision to utilise an elegant side
sliding sectional garage door by leading bespoke
garage door manufacturer Rundum Meir. The door’s
manufacture in Siberian Larch ensures consistency
with property’s other timber cladding elements which
perfectly complement the Caithness stone masonry.
Fully automated for ease of opening and closing,
the garage door operates with the smoothness and
reliability that reflects the level of quality which runs
through the whole building.
www.rundumgaragedoors.co.uk
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Aluprof Upgrades
Window Performance
Aluminium has the benefit of being lightweight, strong, resistant
to corrosion and easy to form into complex shapes, so perfect
for production into windows and doors. Over the decades, as
thermal insulation of our building infrastructure has increased
through regulation, we have seen resin thermal breaks move to
‘roll-in’ polyamide strips amongst other developments. Aluprof
was the first systems company in the world to incorporate
‘aerogel’, a material with exceptional thermal insulation, into
the polyamide insulated ‘MB- 86’ aluminium window system,
which offers specifiers frame insulation down to a staggering
frame value, U f , of just 0.5 W/m 2 K.
A premium product, the ‘MB- 86 Aero’ has been specified on a
wide range of projects, and now Aluprof have used their design
expertise to look at a value added proposition on one of their
most popular window systems, the ‘MB-70’. One of the main
driving forces in the fenestration industry today is the ability
to reach a net zero carbon target by 2050. In fact in June 2019
the UK became the first major economy in the world to pass a
net zero emissions law. The aim is to be carbon neutral in our
energy needs in our building stock as well as ensuring that
100% of all building processes will also operate at net zero by
2050. Aluprof continues to stay ahead of the game by offering
not only their established range of passive house products, but
also through increasing the energy performance of their most
popular systems like the ‘MB-70’ aluminium window and door
system.
Utilising the know-how gained in the development and supply
of the ground breaking ‘MB-86 Aero’, the ‘MB-79N’ utilises the
same aluminium profiles as the ‘MB-70’ with the introduction
of newly designed and slightly wider hollow polyamide for vent
profiles. These structural, lightweight and thermally efficient
profiles separate the inside and outside aluminium profiles
creating a competitively priced system. The window system is
designed for a broad range of applications including fixed, turn,
tilt, and tilt-and-slide windows, exterior doors, both in single
and double configuration, and shop window-type solutions with
entrance doors. Key to the systems high level performance and
value proposition is the use of competitively priced insulation
inserts to accompany the polyamide profiles, the ‘MB-79N’
system is available in three variants:

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

The ‘MB-79N E’ the entry level and most economic system. The
‘MB-79N ST’ with a two-component central gasket for opening
vents to provide high thermal efficiency. The ‘MB-79N SI’ which
provides the highest thermal performance with thermal inserts
produced using expanded polystyrene (EPS) and the twocomponent central gasket. The ‘MB-79N SI’ can activate an
impressive thermal frame value, U f , of just 0.83 W/m 2 K,
which will offer window system U values down to 0.9 W/m 2 K
and doors of 1.3 W/m 2 K.
Available in January 2021, the system is available now to be
specified on new and refurbishment projects across the UK.
www.aluprof.co.uk
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Selectaglaze Secondary Glazing Helps
Regenerate Disused South London Pub
The Grade II Listed Fellowship Inn, Bellingham, South London,
was a semi derelict pub that has recently been repurposed
as a new cultural centre for the local community and beyond.
Following an extensive refurbishment programme, the space
relaunched in June 2019 as the ‘Fellowship and Star’, providing
a range of social and community benefits, through its facilities.
Given the vital repairs and conservation works the site was to
undergo, it was necessary to improve the acoustic efficiency of
the original Crittall single glazed windows which could not be
removed due to conservation restrictions.
Architect Thomas Ford and main contractor Ash Constructing
contacted Selectaglaze, as an essential element of the works
was to ensure a reduction of noise ingress and breakout from the building. Selectaglaze installed a total of 32
units across all four floors of the Inn. The majority of the openings were fitted with Series 15 horizontal sliders.
The original curved windows in the cinema were treated sympathetically, utilising Selectaglaze’s Series 40
curved fixed lights transom coupled to the Series 15, creating access to the primary windows for ventilation
and maintenance. Near to an external staircase serving as a fire escape, Series 40 fixed lights offering 30 mins
fire integrity were installed to protect the route in the case of an emergency. www.selectaglaze.co.uk

Wrightstyle Completes Jordan Project
Wrightstyle, the advanced glazing system company, has
completed a tourism project in the Kingdom of Jordan.
The contract was for the supply of WSL 50 series FR doors
and partitions, providing 120 minutes of fire protection.
Wrightstyle’s systems have been
installed in a hotel in Ayla Marina
Village, close to the Jordanian city
of Aqaba, on the country’s Red Sea
coast.
The Jordan contract is just the latest
project in the Middle East that
Wrightstyle has been involved with,
following other contract completions
in the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the Lebanon. The Jordanian contact underlines
the international nature of the specialist advanced glazing market, with Wrightstyle
able to supply for the full range of indoor and external applications, including doors,
screens and curtain walling.
The Ayla Marina Village is transforming a small stretch of coastline into a tourist
hotspot, with retail outlets, residential apartments, restaurants and bars. It will also
have an international golf course, man-made lagoons opening to the Gulf of Aqaba,
and the largest marina in Jordan. “Our focus on guaranteed quality, from design through to safe supply, has
made us a trusted partner on projects large and small, said Jane Embury, director. “The trust our customers
have in our complete and guaranteed systems underlines the specialist nature of the advanced glazing
systems market,” she said. www.wrightstyle.co.uk
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Crittall Jobs Showcase
Manchester’s 1930’S Heritage
Two prestigious refurbishment contracts in Manchester illustrate the appeal of Crittall Steel windows
across different sectors. Appleby Lodge is a residential estate and the Redfern Building an office
block in a sought-after city centre location currently undergoing redevelopment. Both date from the
1930s and both are Grade II listed. At Appleby Lodge the three-storey blocks of 100 flats are
arranged in a U-shape around a central garden. Designed in the Streamline Moderne style
much favoured by the Art Deco movement they feature cantilevered balconies and curved
cornices.
The estate, designed by architect Peter Cummings and Gunton & Gunton, featured
Crittall steel windows when built between 1936 and 1939 and these have been
replicated in the refurbishment by the installation of Homelight Plus, the archetypal
Crittall window design. The replacement windows offer new frame sightlines that
replicate the original single metal frame windows. These new windows are reengineered to higher energy-saving accreditations, offering advanced performance and
enhanced security with optional multi-point locking systems. Corporate W20 windows
were also installed as staircase screens in the communal areas as part of the restoration
and upgrading.
Contractor Russells has upgraded the 60,000 sq ft, six-storey, brick-clad building, originally
designed by WA Johnson and JW Cropper and described as being in the Dutch brick modernism style.
Crittall W20 windows were specified to replace the original steel fenestration, the new windows
boasting frames even more slender than what had been, installed originally, thereby allowing more
daylight to enter the offices and new retail units in the prestige building. www.crittall-windows.co.uk
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Shining A Light On The
World’s Largest Hangar
A large new hangar for American Airlines has been
completed at Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport
using Kalwall ® translucent cladding to provide
natural daylight to form signature ‘light bars’ at
each end. The hangar cost $251million and was
designed by architects Ghafari Associates. At over
185 metres long, 90 metres wide and 36 metres
high, it took almost three years to build and is
the longest clear-span, dual entry aircraft hangar
in the world.
The clever use of Kalwall means that natural diffused
daylight is transmitted deep into the interior space. At the same time,
it provides security and additional thermal insulation, thereby reducing
the reliance on HVAC systems and artificial lighting. In addition, the
Kalwall minimises light pollution out of the building and stops the sun
reflecting off the surface. These were both important considerations
because the building is sited near busy operating runways. These
aspects also helped the new hangar win an honourable mention in the
2019 Airports Going Green Awards.

Aesthetically, the Kalwall also works well on this project.
The lightweight panels fit seamlessly with the building’s
primary steel supports, which positively impacted the
bottom line since there was no need for a secondary
structural system. The ‘shoji’ pattern of the Kalwall grid
also marries up with the exterior cladding and shutter
doors giving the whole building a sense of uniformity.
Kalwall, exclusively available in the UK and Ireland
from Structura UK, is a popular choice for all types
of building around the world. In the UK, it has also
been used for several airport projects including
Heathrow, Gatwick and Glasgow.
The cladding’s inherent strength and heavy duty
impact resistance make it ideal for secure locations.
U-values as low as 0.28W/m 2 K, equivalent to a
cavity-filled solid wall, can be achieved by including
translucent silica aerogel within the panels. Options
such as explosion venting and blast resistance can be
incorporated as required. www.structura-uk.com/kalwall
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The Timeless
Elegance Of
White Doors

Simplicity in design is often thought to be the secret to creating
timeless fashions and one way to achieve that desired blank canvas,
is by using flush white doors. This opportunity to rejuvenate and
add a fresh clean look to interiors has now been given new impetus
and inspiration with the introduction of the White Collection from
Vicaima, a selection of quality interior doors for home, hospitality and
commercial projects.

Bringing together some truly distinctive
finish options in white, the collection
demonstrates that this fundamental hue is
not actually a single colour, but has in fact a
myriad of sheens, surfaces and shades to suit
every application. In addition, doors can be
customised to allow even greater decorative
freedom, with the inclusion of face grooves
and inlays, together with many glazed
patterns.
The White Collection includes Lacdor in White
and Pure White shades, with its ultra- smooth
lacquered paint finish; Dekordor SD in
White Smooth and Woodgrain finished foils;
Dekordor HD White, a continuous pressure
laminate for demanding areas and for those
who still prefer to paint their own doors,
Primed 2 Go, with its revolutionary surface
that requires no face sanding or priming and
will accept paint straight onto its smooth face
to achieve an excellent end result.
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Where performance criteria is demanded,
The White Collection is also available in
fire, acoustic and security solutions. And
as care for the environment is paramount in
our minds, everything is covered by FSC®
certification. Products can be supplied as door
only, door and matching frame assemblies or
even as corresponding wardrobes. For a copy
of the new White Collection brochure or for
further inspiration and trend-setting ideas,
visit www.vicaima.com
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And they continue: “Today, we have more tools than ever
to harness daylight. From innovative reflective materials to
advanced computer modelling, architects are using modern
technology to light buildings more efficiently. When you
embrace these systems, you’ll create a brighter future.”

The Regs point out that: “Limiting the glazing on a project
will increase the building's reliance on artificial lighting,
increasing the house’s energy demands.” But, conversely,
“Overglazing might reduce the overall thermal insulation of a
building.” So there’s a delicate balance to be struck.

The use of such fenestration forms an important part of an
architect’s passive daylighting strategy and addresses the
issue of ‘collecting’ light into the building. But further options
are available from Crittall to assist in the ‘distribution’ of
natural light through the interior of a building. This can be
achieved by incorporating Crittall Innervision® glazed interior
partitioning screens, a seamless transfer of that increased
level of natural daylight throughout the building reaching
even the most remote working areas.

A plentiful supply of natural daylight, not merely into but
throughout a building, good insulation but adequate
ventilation, and acoustic control all form parts of this
elaborate jigsaw. Steel window manufacturer Crittall is
in a unique position to offer complete solutions to these
cross-cutting issues so as to provide specifically tailored
environmental conditions, whether the end result is a office
complex, a university, a hospital or a home. The hallmark
of a Crittall window is the slender steel frame that is so
much slimmer – and therefore admits so much more light than the alternative window systems that use PVCu, timber
or aluminium.
All these alternatives require significantly larger profiles
due to the basic differences in the frame material and their
relative strengths. Crittall has a solution to offer whether the
particular project demands a high performance, thermally
broken steel system or a traditional rolled steel profile, both
of which enhance the thermal performance of buildings,
assisted by the windows’ excellent weathertightness and an
extensive choice of glazing to control solar gain as required.
www.crittall-windows.co.uk

Using Daylight To Create
A Brighter Future
As winter approaches and the days shorten many people –
office workers, students, home owners - look back on the
long days of summer with a sense of regret. Daylight flooding
into workplaces, schools, and homes has a positive impact
on our daily lives, and that is not just a vague feeling, it’s a
scientifically proven fact and one that architects and designers
are keen to exploit.
The 2017 Nobel Prize for Medicine went to three American
scientists for their work on understanding circadian rhythms
– the 24-hour cycle also known as the internal body clock.
Daylight suppresses the hormone that induces sleep and
the ultraviolet wavelengths in natural light have a positive
effect on the body’s immune system. In other words, daylight
induces wakefulness, cognitive function, productivity, general
health and healing.
No wonder in a recent survey 80 percent of UK office workers
said daylight was important to them. This, for a growing
number of architects, is a clarion call for natural light to be
recognised as a powerful design tool. A report by US practice
HMC Architects comments: “As the importance of sustainable
design grows, passive strategies like daylighting have become
critical in reducing the impact of the built environment.”
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The performance of glazed interior screens can be further
tailored to fine-tune levels of acoustic insulation, light
transmission, thermal insulation and natural ventilation
control to suit individual clients and applications. As with its
exterior windows, Crittall Innervision® screens are similarly
manufactured using strong narrow steel frame and glazing
bar profiles to offer maximum design flexibility without
compromising the design intent.
They have been used in offices to provide acoustically
separated working environments, in hotels, restaurants and
homes to open-up the appearance of internal space while
creating privacy and comfort without shutting out the light
of day. Passive daylighting strategies are a significant design
tool for making buildings more environmentally sustainable
while ensuring their occupants – whether pupil, patient, clerk,
guest or resident – benefit from being inside.
So, it’s time to do away with daylight robbery! The most
obvious component for assisting this design outcome is the
window taking account, not just of its scale and positioning,
but also its frame and glazing. The UK’s Building Regulations
Part L1A, address the issue in an oblique manner while
considering the balance between the insulation of a building
and its energy demands.
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New Small And Efficient
Humidifier From Condair

Omnie’s MVHR Systems At Heart Of
Sustainable Cotswold Development

Condair is launching the Condair RM, a new
low capacity resistive steam humidifier that can
provide up to 8kg of steam to a duct. This level
of output is ideal for applications like CRAC
units in data centres, MRI suites in hospitals and
high-end residential humidification.

The timeless appeal of the Cotswolds’ honey coloured
stone has been redefined by a bespoke development
creating two new homes in the beautiful village of
Long Compton, where OMNIE has provided building
services packages featuring heat recovery ventilation and
renewable heating.

It is also ideal for offering zonal humidity control
in branch ducts of buildings, like galleries or
multi-occupancy offices, where a specific area of
the building requires an independently managed
humidity level.

Air source heat pumps will supply the domestic hot water
and feed warmth to the OMNIE underfloor heating circuits.
The Zehnder ComfoAir Q heat recovery units offer industry
leading performance figures yet fit neatly within a utility
cupboard, while 90mm ductwork ensures ample air flow
drawing warm moist air from the kitchen, utility and
bathrooms, enabling them to supply tempered fresh air to
the bedrooms and living areas.

The Condair RM reduces the cost of
consumables, when compared to electrode boiler
humidifiers, as it incorporates a boiling chamber
that can be cleaned to remove lime scale, rather
than needing disposable plastic cylinders. It is

Preston Medical Facility Safe
Beneath Firefly Apollo Lite
Fire Barriers
The roof space to an existing commercial property
in the North-West of England has been given the
added protection of having its very large roofspace sub-divided using the APOLLO Lite 30:30
system manufactured by TBA FIREFLY™.

Within the past year OMNIE has also revised its range of
Smart controls, which include room thermostats and a
phone app. Offering occupants whole-house control for
optimum energy saving and comfort. www.omnie.co.uk

Stelrad Introduces New Range
Of K3 Radiators

also, therefore, a more sustainable solution. As
the Condair RM has resistive heating elements
it can operate on RO water, as well as a regular
mains water supply. As RO water is virtually
mineral-free, scale build-up is nearly eliminated,
further improving the service efficiency of the
unit.
As resistive steam humidifiers, such as the
Condair RM, use a submerged heating element
to create steam, they react faster than an
electrode boiler humidifier that relies on the
conductivity of the water. This allows resistive
steam humidifiers to provide more accurate
humidity control, as they respond faster to a
control signal. www.condair.co.uk

Stelrad has been offering its best-selling Compact K3
radiator range for several years, but the increase in
demand for K3’s has seen Stelrad launch new versions
of its popular Elite, Compact with Style and Planar
series. These are available immediately from stock .
Each of the new ranges are available in 40 sizes, from
Stelrad’s National Distribution Centre.
A K3 radiator is simply a radiator which comes with
three sets of panels and three sets of fins to ensure
additional heat is emitted from a radiator only a little
larger than a K2. The K3 is the ideal choice for low
energy systems, providing outstanding heat output
from a smaller footprint. As you would expect from
a triple convector radiator with the Stelrad pedigree,
the convectors are precision welded directly onto
the waterways for greater efficiency and economy,
with flexible connection options for the highest of
commercial and domestic application specifications.

The work within the 30 year old Spa Medica
building near Preston was carried out by
Northamptonshire based DC Fire Protection Ltd.,
a long term customer of TBA FIREFLY™, after
the manufacturer had been asked to survey the
structure and provide a suitable specification for
upgrading the fire performance of the roof.
The APOLLO Lite 30:30 was recommended
because it has been developed for use in vertical
separation or compartmentation situations,
offering 30 minutes’ integrity and insulation,
thereby exceeding the minimum requirements of
the Building Regulations.
The non-rigid woven material is easy to cut and
fix and is chemically treated to improve its cooling
properties, and therefore prevent temperatures
rising in adjoining areas. The system has been
fully tested to BS 476 Parts 6.7, 20 & 22 and
is third party certified by IFCC. The six metres
long rolls of APOLLO Lite 30:30 have a minimum
thickness of 6mm and are installed using special
staples as well as heat resistant adhesive.
www.tbafirefly.com

The new Stelrad K3 models come with a 5-year
Manufacturer’s Warranty. The ranges available offer
outputs from 1287 - 5682 Watts (4391 – 19388 Btu/
hr) at a working pressure up to 10 bar. These new
radiators are all BIM available to allow specifiers to
include them easily in their designs and drawings.
www.stelrad.com
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Understanding Permeable Paving And SUDS
The trade association Interpave has published a new
edition of ‘Understanding Permeable Paving and SuDS’,
an essential introductory guide to all aspects of concrete
block permeable paving for sustainable drainage systems
(SuDS) – and much more. This comprehensive guide reflects
current thinking, based on experience from long-term
usage, and explores the latest innovations and potential for
wider benefits for the urban environment. Concrete block
permeable paving (CBPP) is a uniquely flexible sustainable
drainage systems (SuDS) technique.
It provides an inherent drainage system that requires
no additional land take for water storage, treatment
or conveyance, and offers the same visual richness as
conventional block paving. This technology also eliminates
pipework, gulleys and manholes, and therefore costs less
than conventional drainage and paving. There is a growing
choice of concrete products available from Interpave
manufacturers, designed specifically for permeable paving.
Essentially, they have the same impressive performance as
conventional precast concrete paving products, being slip
resistant, durable, strong and sustainable. And today there
are more shapes, styles, finishes and colours than ever to
give real freedom of choice.
Safe Surfaces - The difference with permeable paving is
the enlarged joints, filled with a permeable aggregate, and
the materials used below the blocks, which are specifically
selected to accommodate water. Concrete block permeable
paving can be laid level and still avoids puddles without the
need for drainage gulleys. It provides a safe, firm surface for
everyone – including wheelchair users and people pushing
prams – unlike gravel and other loose materials. It is also
the preferred option around trees, rather than tree grilles,
according to BS8300-1 (2018).
Permeable paving is specifically designed for a dual role,
acting as the drainage system as well as supporting people
and vehicles. At the same time,
many pollutants are substantially
removed and treated within the
paving layers before the water
leaves it. As a result of its unique
capabilities, CBPP offers designers
the exciting potential of a gradual
supply of treated water that can be
integrated with landscape design
and promotes biodiversity. It also
provides clean water at the head
of the ‘SuDS management train’
enabling safe, open SuDS features
on the surface, downstream.
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Pollution Removal - The importance of this is highlighted
in a 2019 report by the Greater London Authority which
points out that pollution from vehicles (including electric,
incidentally) is being washed off impermeable surfaces
into dedicated ‘surface water’ sewers. Unlike
combined sewers, these do not flow to sewage
treatment plants and so can directly pollute
our watercourses and rivers. Of course, road
gulleys and piped drainage do not remove
pollution or attenuate water flows. But CBPP
offers a real opportunity to address the major
problem of vehicle pollution runoff. National and,
increasingly, local planning policies encouraging
or requiring SuDS continue to appear. For
example, the Draft London Plan says that:
‘Development proposals for impermeable paving
should be refused where appropriate, including
on small surfaces such as front gardens and
driveways’. This stance is supported by the 2019
National Planning Policy Framework.
Post Pandemic Paving - But the wider benefits
of concrete block permeable paving are also
discussed in Interpave’s latest guide. For example,
CBPP offers potential for ‘cool pavements’ helping
to reduce the urban heat island effect, making
our cities more comfortable in summer, with evaporation
of rainwater from the surface and within the paving. This
enhances the already high albedo – or heat reflectance
– available with concrete block or flag paving generally.
Of course, concrete block permeable paving provides
attractive hard-landscaped spaces with safe, level, puddlefree, shared surfaces for all. But one particular innovation
covered in the latest edition of the guide is set to play a
major role in the post-pandemic public realm. Retrofitting
concrete block permeable paving as an overlay to existing
streets offers a low-intervention technique to transform the
public realm in response to the raft of recent active travel
and open space initiatives.
Innovative Retrofit An award-winning, exemplary
landscape and SuDS scheme – Bridget Joyce Square in
White City, London – demonstrates the multifunctional
benefits of retrofitting permeable paving in place of sealed
surfaces, not only on adopted streets (as here) but also
drives, parking and other external areas. Its design, by
Robert Bray Associates, introduces the innovative concept
of CBPP as a thin overlay for existing streets, removing
rainwater straight from the surface without gulleys and
providing attenuation and treatment before discharging
to adjacent, well-planted basins. Water is attenuated and
treated within the CBPP and is released horizontally via
stainless-steel letterbox slots into planted basins where
flow control chambers on the outlets protect the combined
sewer. Thus, rainfall remains within the SuDS landscape
until storms have passed and the sewer can deal with
the – now clean – water. A case study on this project and
Edition 6 of Interpave’s ‘Understanding Permeable Paving
and SuDS’ can be downloaded from www.paving.org.uk
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Bradite Floors The Competition

Crittall Screens At The Heart
Of New Innovation Centre

An underground car
park in Norwich has
been given a new
lease of life thanks
to Bradite’s high
performance, hardwearing CF22 Floor
Finish. Locally-based
Cladspray Solutions
tackled the job at
Trinity Street where
a basement car park
beneath a new build
apartment block
required marking out.
The client required
13 individual spaces
plus two specifically
marked for electric
charging points. The
first task was to
prepare the rough
concrete floor surface
which had been used as a storage area for plant and materials during
the construction of the block above. “First we diamond grinded the floor
to create an even, clean surface,” says Cladspray Solutions Business
Development Manager Dan Ruegg.
There was no hesitation in using
the CF22 for the new covering.
“This will be the second time
we’ve used the product and we
knew it would be durable enough
for the job even though it’s a
single pack product,” he said.
Firstly, the main floor was
painted grey with one coat of
the chlorinated rubber floor paint
thinned to 20 percent. This was
then followed by two full coats.
The individual bays were to be
delineated in a contrasting colour
rather than the more traditional
broken white lines. Bays 1 to 13
were to be painted blue and the two electric charging bays bright green.
To achieve this, the individual bays were masked with timber while the
rest of the floor was painted and then treated in the appropriate colours
with CF22, again thinned to 20 percent, followed by two full coats.
Thermoplastic bay numbers and car charging logos were then applied by
blow torch. Bradite CF22 is suited to both concrete and steel surfaces and
is highly resistant to chemicals and oils. It is suitable for use both indoors
or outdoors. www.bradite.com
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An ambitious project to boost the creative industries
sector in the north-east of England has used Crittall
Innervision steel screens and doors as a key design
element.
A former Grade II listed post office in
Hartlepool’s Whitby Street has
been transformed to become
The BIS, the town’s new
hub for business start-ups
offering a range of office
and workshop spaces
augmented by specialist
support.
The £4million project,
backed by Hartlepool
Borough Council and
the Tees Valley Combined
Authority, is viewed as the
catalyst for an innovation
and skills quarter in a Victorian
conservation area close to the town centre.

Roofshield recognised
for Royal protection
The prestigious world-renowned Royal College
of Music in London has been given an extra
layer of protection in the form of Roofshield,
one of the highest performing roofing
membrane solutions, providing a pitched
roof underlay, which is both air and vapour
permeable. Specialist roofing contractor D.
Harkin & Co. Roofing chose Roofshield air
permeable roofing membrane from the A.
Proctor Group. Its characteristics allow even
very complex pitched roofs to breathe, without
the need for air gaps or secondary venting.

Leeds-based architects Group Ginger have retained
the existing post office building and augmented it
with a modern two-storey extension. The two parts
of the building are linked by a covered courtyard,
described as a multi-function open social space which
is where Innervision steel screens and doors, based
on Crittall’s Corporate W20 profiles, have been used.
Acting as glass walls for individual workspaces, they
also look out onto the social space to encourage
collaborative partnership working and interaction
between the new occupants of The BIS.
www.crittall-windows.co.uk

The high-performance air permeability of
Roofshield means that the roof space will
have similar air changes to that of a roof
using traditional eaves/ridge ventilation.
The patented SMS structure of Roofshield
allows high levels of airflow, in addition to
the transport of moisture vapour, making the
formation of condensation in the roof space
virtually impossible. The extremely high degree
of vapour permeability and air permeability of
Roofshield means that it is able to perform in
conditions in which air tight alternatives will
not. www.proctorgroup.com
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Marmox Thermoblock
Underpins Bromley School
Redevelopment
Both phases to the refurbishment and extension
of the teaching and other facilities at a South
London school are making full use of the
insulating and loadbearing capabilities of Marmox
Thermoblocks. Work on the Bromley High Junior
School is due to complete in November, with
operations having continued throughout the
period of the lockdown.
In total the rebuilding of the Bromley High Junior
School has consumed 180 of the 140 x 600 x 65mm Thermoblocks. Marmox Thermoblocks are available in widths of 100,
140 or 215mm and are formed from sections of XPS (extruded polystyrene) encapsulating two rows of high strength, epoxy
concrete mini-columns.
These are attached at either end to the top and bottom layers of glass-fibre reinforced polymer concrete, to ensure a good
bond with the rest of the structure. As well as combatting cold-bridging at the base of blockwork walls, Thermoblocks are
also often utilised to support timber frame construction, or at vulnerable upper floor junctions. Crucially, a variety of details
have been thermally modelled by the BRE to provide insulation values for use in SAP or other calculations, avoiding the
punishing ‘default’ figure. www.marmox.co.uk

Hauraton Surface Drainage
And Service Channel Systems
Installed At Central Park,
Avonmouth
At 600 acres, Central Park, Avonmouth, Bristol is a warehouse and distribution
development, strategically located between the M49 motorway on its Eastern
boundary and the A403 to the West. A 40 acre site has been built by Berberry,
a privately owned property development and investment company based
in the West Midlands. They demanded the contractors achieve the highest
environmental standards for the surface water drainage systems installed.
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Magply Boards Integral
To Performance Of Irish
Specialist’s LGS System
MgO board manufacturer, Magply, is continuing to
build its relationship with Irish offsite specialist
Framespace, leading to their latest collaboration
helping create an ultra-low energy residential property
in County Clare. The 9mm version of the versatile
magnesium oxide panels has been used on both faces
to Framespace’s light gauge steel (LGS) wall sections,
contributing to the rigidity of the structure as well as
its airtightness and fire resistance.

With areas designated for HGV access and hard standing, car parks and
areas accessed by smaller commercial vehicles, the road and yard surfaces
employed included concrete, asphalt and block paving. This meant various
types of surface channelling were required to ensure the drainage needs of
the site. Hauraton systems; RECYFIX® HICAP®, FASERFIX® SUPER, RECYFIX®
MONOTEC and ENVIROKERB were chosen to meet the drainage requirements.
FASERFIX® SERVICE channel was also specified to house cables and coolant
pipe-work.

All the 1200 x 2400mm Magply boards having been
installed during the manufacturing process at Framespace’s plant in County
Roscommon. IImportantly, because the top-hat sections are fixed horizontally
across the walls they provide extra rigidity to the Magply’s racking strength
forming an extremely fire safe structure which achieved two- hour fire rating
during independent testing to EN 1365 series standards. Overall the use of this
all-dry system solution not only guaranteed the quality, speed and low cost of
the build, but also ensured there was almost no waste on site, an important
sustainability consideration of the project.

All the channels supplied are made of recycled polypropylene with fixed ductile
iron, 14mm open slot inlets finished with KTL, a rust resistant coating. The
HICAP system has proved in similar applications to resist the weight (up to 44
tonnes) and twisting forces of HGV wheels.
www.drainage-projects.co.uk

Magply offers a fire-safe and environmentally friendly alternative to
conventional plywood or OSB products. Additionally, the unique production
process keeps the chloride content to just 0.01 %, enhancing both stability and
long-term durability avoiding the deleterious difficulties encountered by other
MgO boards. www.magply.co.uk
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Antony Hoete, Director of WHAT_Architecture commented: “We
have used slate here to do things that brick just could not do.
The brick components of the building weigh about 150 kg per
square meter, whereas the slate comes in at just under 30 kg
per square meter. By using lightweight slate, we have been able
to create the leaning effect we desired with an incredibly robust
building material.
“Furthermore, the metal-bracketed CUPACLAD system allowed us
to hide the services behind the cladding and also reinforced our
idea of connecting the contemporary with the traditional.” CUPA
PIZARRAS’ CUPACLAD 101 Logic slate rainscreen cladding uses a
single aluminium fixing system with self-drilling screws designed
to ensure an optimum cladding installation, while remaining
invisible to the eye, to avoid impacting the overall design.
The 7.65mm slate used is a robust and weatherproof roofing
material, which has passed the British Board of Agrément (BBA)
certificate for impact testing, ensuring that the slate has longterm durability and will remain watertight. “CUPACLAD is a
modern and easy
installation system. We
chose the CUPACLAD
101 Logic as its design
layout also reflects
that of the brick
base, without actually
using brick,” said
Diana Kulacka, Project
Architect from WHAT_
Architecture.

CUPACLAD Is The
Logical Choice For
Striking Leaning
Housing Block

London-based architect, WHAT_Architecture has specified CUPA
PIZARRAS’ CUPACLAD 101 Logic as the ideal rainscreen cladding
system for a new and unusual housing block in Peckham. Crucial
to this decision was the system’s ease of installation and its
natural aesthetic, which helped the contemporary design to also
complement the surrounding and traditional urban landscape.
Located on the corner of Costa Street, the project is part of a wider
scheme to regenerate the Peckham area. The unusual housing
block has been designed to look as if it is falling. It is constructed
with a cross laminated timber interior superstructure, while the
form of the upper half of the building is a leaning mansard, angled
towards the adjoining garden at a 72-degree angle – creating a
truly striking aesthetic. WHAT_Architecture looked at a variety of
materials during the planning process, before selecting natural
slate.
A completely natural material, slate provided imperfections and
rough edges, which suited the desired aesthetic for the housing
block. In addition, the slate helped to reflect the character of the
surrounding, more traditional buildings.
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Terry Collins, Specification Manager at CUPA
PIZARRAS commented: “When approached to
help find a solution for Costa Street, we started
by undertaking a site visit and survey to ensure
we would absolutely understand the architectural
vision and how to make it a working reality with
slate. “It’s incredibly important to us to have a
close and collaborative process, as this helps
to ensure the finished project is exactly as
desired. Helping us to achieve this is our
London showroom, which is a valuable
space where architects can view the
materials and talk to our experienced
team.”
Quarried from CUPA PIZARRAS’ own
quarry in northern Spain, the slate
used on CUPA PIZARRAS’ CUPACLAD
systems requires no chemicals or heating
involved in its extraction making it a
sustainable material choice as well which,
combined with the modern aluminium cladding
system, is capable of redefining the aesthetics of
façades. T
aylor Maxwell is now the exclusive UK distribution
partner for CUPACLAD. When specifying this
innovative cladding solution, you will not only
have the support of Natural Slate experts but
also from a team with over 60 years’ experience
in supplying external façade solutions to the UK
construction industry.
www.cupapizarras.com/uk/rainscreen-cladding/
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Marmox Thermoblocks Used
For Parapet Wall Construction
On Brighton Student Building

Starbucks Drive-Throughs
Feature Eurobrick
Starbucks has been following an expansion
programme across the UK creating a number of
new drive-through restaurants. Brick cladding
specialists Eurobrick Systems have been
supplying contractors with their systems and
products as part of an overall mixed palette
of finishes on a number of projects. Eurobrick
provided its cladding materials to Trojan
Construction Management for two new drivethroughs, one at Hadley in Telford and another
at Weston-super-Mare.

The development of a new student
accommodation building in Brighton has
included proven-in-practice and versatile
Marmox Thermoblocks: specified to combat
cold-bridging at the junction of its parapet
walls with the property’s roof decks.
In total 800 of the 600mm long, 215x65mm
Thermoblocks were supplied during the
development of the nine storey ‘Student
Castle’ on Brighton’s Pelham Terrace.

Eurobrick’s popular X-Clad system was used
to create decorative feature walling that
could be seen both inside and outside of the
new stores. At the Weston-super-Mare store
Eurobrick supplied 77m2 of their 17mm thick
X-Clad system, along with Smooth White brick
slips and corners from their Britannia Premium
Selection range. Eurobrick’s specially formulated
pointing mortar was chosen in white to finish
the brickwork.
At the Hadley store, Eurobrick supplied 43m2
of their 17mm thick X-Clad along with sourced
Vandersanden Livrono and Vandersanden Zwart
Mangaan slips and corners. Images of Starbucks
Telford provided courtesy of Trojan Construction
Management. www.eurobrick.co.uk

A development of two and three bedroom
terraced homes on a brownfield site in Peckham,
South London is making use of Magply
boards’ fire resistance and other physical
benefits: receiving a special polymer based,
purple coloured membrane finish to provide
excellent airtightness as part of an ‘Eco-homes’
energy specification. In this instance, the high
performance MgO boards will be overclad with
black timber boarding across a batten cavity, with

Marmox Thermoblocks are formed from
sections of XPS (extruded polystyrene)
encapsulating two rows of high strength, epoxy
concrete mini-columns. These are attached
at either end to the top and bottom layers
of glass-fibre reinforced polymer concrete,
to ensure a good bond with the rest of the
structure. As well as combatting cold-bridging
at the base of blockwork walls, Thermoblocks
are also often utilised to support timber frame
construction or at vulnerable upper floor
junctions including beneath parapet walls.
www.marmox.co.uk

Hyde Park Property Protected
Using Firefly™ Zeus Lite Barrier
Northamptonshire based DC Fire Protection Ltd.,
a long-term customer of TBA FIREFLY™, has
employed the manufacturer’s ZEUS Lite system
to create a 90:30 minutes’ fire barrier within the
first floor ceiling void of a commercial property
in London’s Hyde Park area. They used ZEUS Lite
membrane to create two separate, 900mm deep
fire barriers across the multiple building services,
which are fixed to the structure’s concrete soffit.
FIREFLY™ ZEUS Lite is ideally suited to this type
of application, comprising a non-rigid woven fabric
fire barrier that has been specifically developed for
the vertical separation - and compartmentation of extensive concealed spaces within buildings.
By offering 90 minutes’ integrity and 30
minutes insulation, FIREFLY™ ZEUS Lite 90:30
exceeds the minimum requirements regarding
fire barriers under the Building Regulations’
Approved Document B (Fire Safety). The system’s
certification covers the inclusion of service
penetrations. www.tbafirefly.com
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9Mm Magply Given ‘Purple Passive’
Treatment For Peckham Properties

widths varying from 50-120mm which conceals
the rainwater downpipes draining the homes’
green roofs.
Magply boards carry a range of international
certifications, including KIWA, a BDA Agrement
awarded last year, while their fire performance
has been verified through industry standard tests
at the world renowned Warrington fire research
centre.
Following a number of high profile blazes
on building sites, responsible timber frame
manufacturers have been working to reduce their
systems’ vulnerability to fire and Magply provides
far better performance than plywood or OSB:
offering instant protection rather than requiring
additional layers of plasterboard.
www.magply.co.uk
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This is partially filled with mineral fibre insulation to provide highly
effective thermal insulation and excellent fire protection, while still
protecting the wall by keeping it dry and allowing it to breathe.
The StoVentec boards are made of 96% recycled expanded glass
granulate, and reinforced on both sides with glass fibre mesh for
superior impact resistance.

Sto Helps Create
Striking Appearance
For New University
Building

The centre-piece of a £90m redevelopment scheme
on Merseyside has been given a striking appearance
thanks to a comprehensive façade solution supplied
by Sto. The Roscoe building in the Greenbank Student
Village at the University of Liverpool was completed with
the installation of 5,500m2 of StoVentec R ventilated
rainscreen cladding, and finished with the unique Sto
Lotusan external render.
The site contains a rich mix of significant and interesting
buildings, such as Derby Old Court which opened as
the first hall of residence on the site in 1939. The
Sto materials chosen for this project had to perform
reliably and effectively, but also be sympathetic to these
surroundings, and to the fact that the site sits in a
conservation area.

These boards do not expand or contract with temperature change
and induce far less stress in the screws, enabling the boards
to be butt jointed with no risk of cracking – crucial for
producing large-area façades. For this project, special
profiles and jointing pieces were used to overcome
large joints due to the construction method, and
a layer of StoArmat Classic cement-free base coat
was applied to the exterior surface of the StoVentec
boards, providing the final surface with outstanding
crack-resistance characteristics.
The installation was completed with StoLotusan, Stolit
and StoSilco external renders in different colours, to provide
outstanding protection and enhance the design of the façades.
StoLotusan is a superhydrophobic render finish with a patented
Lotus-Effect® microstructure surface, similar to that found on the
lotus leaf. This render offers unbeatable water and dirt repellence by
causing rainwater simply to roll off the façade, taking dirt particles
and grit with it as it goes. www.sto.co.uk

The StoVentec system has a fire classification of A2-s1,
d0 and was able to meet all the required performance
standards, while also permitting the creation of the
visually striking, smooth exterior surfaces which
harmonize with the surroundings and give the building its
distinctive new appearance. The StoVentec R ventilated
rainscreen cladding system allowed the creation of these
façades thanks to its easily-adjustable stainless steel and
aluminium sub-construction, to which StoVentec carrier
boards are fixed.
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Magply Plaster Bond
Demonstrates Its Key Benefits
In Essex Barn Conversion

Wraptite® airtightness solution
provides huge benefits for
Anglesey modular homes

Cut-To-Falls Multiboard Spec S
peeds Protection Of Semi-Basement
To Somerset Home

The Plaster Bond treatment from building
materials specialist, Magply, has been employed
as part of the specification for the renovation
and conversion of an old agricultural building at
a property in Essex.

The superior airtightness performance of the Wraptite
membrane from the A. Proctor Group is delivering huge
benefits to both the in-factory and on-site construction
of a series of new modular social housing for Anglesey
Council. Wraptite is the only self-adhering vapour
permeable air barrier certified by the BBA. Applied
externally on the outside of the structural frame,
Wraptite simplifies the process of maintaining the
envelope’s integrity, as there are less building services
and structural penetrations to be sealed.

An architect led refurbishment project on a private
residential property near Exmoor has included the
specification of cut-to-falls Marmox Multiboard,
chosen for the versatile product’s highly beneficial
physical properties, together with the practical
considerations to their inclusion.

The 200 year old single-storey building has been
transformed into office accommodation by a
local building company, lining the rustic timber
and stone construction throughout using the
manufacturer’s high performance Magply MGO
boards to create a sound and level surface.
The fire resistant, highly moisture stable boards
were then given a roller applied coating of the
new mineral based Magply Plaster Bond, prior
to being finished with a conventional one-coat
gypsum skim.

The high vapour permeability of Wraptite allows the
substrate beneath to dry quickly and moisture vapour
to escape, and reduces the likelihood of mould,
mildew, condensation, timber distortion and metal
corrosion. The self-adhesive nature of Wraptite means
that it is easy to apply together with Wraptite Corners
and the fact there is no requirement for mechanical
fixings. Specialist contractor Kenton Jones was
commissioned by the Isle of Anglesey County Council
to construct the new homes using a high-performance
timber frame system. www.proctorgroup.com

Tesco goes with the flow

The versatile new primer has a potassium silicate
formulation suitable for most common building
substrates and can be applied by brush or roller
to create an even, but slightly gritty surface
offering a strong mechanical key for a range of
plaster types, including lime based finishes.
Magply Plaster Bond is therefore proven not to
trap water vapour within the fabric of a building.
Additionally, the potassium silicate based primer
coat is VOC free and odourless and contains no
other co-binders such as solvents, gypsum or
cement, making it non-hazardous.
www.magply.co.uk
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Following successful trials, Record’s traffic light
FlowControl system is now being rolled out across 1,100
Tesco stores across the country. Fully automated and
with highly accurate counting, the FlowControl is being
supplied and installed on customer entrance and exit
doors at all store formats of Tesco stores including
Express, Metro, Extra and Superstores.
This will help Tesco comply with Covid-19 social
distancing guidelines and ensure customers and staff
feel safe during the pandemic. The highly adaptable and
configurable system enables Tesco to safely redeploy
staff currently manning entrance doors and give
managers the flexibility to control customer numbers
in-store. The FlowControl Traffic lights inform customers
when it is safe to enter or when they need to wait
because the store has reached its pre-set maximum safe
capacity.
When the store has reached capacity, the doors
automatically deactivate and only re-open once
someone leaves the store. Staff will also be able to
monitor the actual number of people in the store at any
time on the FlowControl display. This display also allows
Staff to make adjustments and changes to settings and
counts, for example to adjust for staff that have entered
or left the building. www.record.co.uk

Marmox Multiboard was specified to address past
problems, when faced by a semi-basement space
whose concrete roof structure was leaking badly.
The original waterproofing membrane had cracked
and deteriorated, with damp penetrating the
habitable room below.
With the 125mm concrete slab broken off the
original beam-and-block roof structure and all
the old phenolic foam insulation removed, the
substrate was treated with a bitumen based,
Alutrix, waterproof adhesive and the first of
four layers of 20mm Multiboard bonded down.
Subsequent layers, including the cut-to-falls
sections, were laid with staggered 10mm joints:
the uppermost being sealed using Marmox Jointing
Tape.
This was followed by the installation of stylish
porcelain tiles with a waterproof grout detail to
complete a classic, ‘inverted’ promenade deck or
patio. Marmox Multiboards are manufactured from
extruded polystyrene or XPS and offer a range
of positive physical characteristics in addition to
being fully waterproof. www.marmox.co.uk
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Architects Gale and Snowden, who have helped
stimulate the trend for larger scale passive house
projects in the region, were brought in at this point
to develop the initial detailed designs and oversee
the construction. The ground floor is concrete, with a
monolithic clay block construction used from the first
to third floors and timber frame for the penthouse.
Combined with high- performance external render
and internal plaster, the result is an entirely mineral
hygroscopic wall build-up, which helps to regulate
humidity and provide a healthy and comfortable
internal environment.

Schöck Isokorb For
Seafront Passive House
Award Winner

Seaton Beach Apartments in Devon is the first UK multiresidential development to be certified as passive house
plus. Some claim that passive house standard is easier to
achieve with simpler, box-like forms, resulting in finished
buildings being aesthetically limited – but this is certainly
not the case here.
A little design ingenuity and the use of Schöck Isokorb
thermal breaks, has enabled generous sea-facing balconies
with sweeping curves to create a striking finish. Seaton
may be a traditional Devon seaside resort town, but
there is nothing traditional about the eye-catching new
passive house development right on the seafront. Seaton
Beach Apartments is an innovative, award-winning, new
development of seven luxury two-bedroom beachfront
apartments, complete with a three bedroom penthouse –
and is the first multi-residential development in the UK to
be certified as passive house plus.
Which means it is not only able to meet the ultra-low
energy fabric requirement, but also generates renewable
energy. The project can also boast ‘best sustainable
residential development in the UK’ from the International
Property Awards. Initially though, the original architectural
design was not to passive house standard. However, the
developer recognised that the south-facing orientation and
form factor would make it possible to reach the necessary
standard.
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Uses 90% less energy than a typical new build
-Other features of the construction include low
electromagnetic field wiring arrangements and a
highly efficient mechanical ventilation system with
heat recovery. Complete with an exhaust air heat
pump for hot water supply. An array of PV panels on
the roof yield an annual 14,234 kWh, resulting in the
building generating more energy than it uses.
There is a constant supply of silently
circulated filtered fresh air within the triple
glazed, airtight construction. And 90 per
cent less energy used than in a typical
new build. All factors which have
contributed to the building achieving
the stringent passive house plus
target. Passive house standard is easier
to achieve with simpler, box-like forms
and finished buildings are often considered
aesthetically limited and rather prosaic.
However, with Seaton Beach Apartments, a little
design ingenuity and the use of Schöck Isokorb
thermally broken balcony connectors defies this
notion. The potentially unexciting building now
features large sea-facing balconies with generous
curves. The detailing of these balconies is critical
though, if thermal bridging is to be minimised and
the building’s energy performance not compromised.
The Isokorb is a technically advanced solution Schöck Isokorb thermal breaks are installed where
the balconies meet the clay block structure, as
ineffectual insulation at these cantilever connectivity
points will result in local heat loss.

This means more energy is required to maintain
the building’s internal temperature. Low internal
surface temperatures around the thermal bridge
can also cause condensation, leading to structural
integrity problems with absorbent insulation
products and the potentially serious occurrence of
mould growth. The Schöck Isokorb is one of the
most technically advanced countermeasures against
thermal bridging.
It not only thermally separates components from one
another, but acts in a structural design capacity as
well. The product type used here has an innovative
HTE Compact compression module made of highdensity micro-fibre reinforced concrete and transfers
both negative moments and positive shear forces
with cantilever balconies, or positive field moments
combined with shear forces.
Enormous freedom of design - As the leading
international supplier of structural thermal breaks,
Schöck is able to offer planners complete
construction dependability and almost
limitless freedom of design with the
options available in its Isokorb product
range.
There are solutions for concrete-toconcrete, concrete-to-steel, steel-tosteel, a thermally insulating connection
for reinforced concrete walls – and even
a maintenance free alternative to wrapped
parapets. The temperature factor used to indicate
condensation risk (fRSI) which must be greater
than, or equal to, 0.75 for residential buildings, is
easily met by incorporating the Isokorb. All products
meet full compliance with the relevant UK building
regulations and the NHBC.
They also offer LABC Registration and have
independent BBA Certification. For a free copy of the
Schöck Thermal Bridging Guide; the Schöck Specifiers
Guide or to view the range of downloadable software,
contact Schöck on 01865 290 890 or visit
www.schoeck.co.uk
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DISCOVER THE ART OF FIRE!
Virtuo 80/3, 3-sided model

DRU VIRTUO - THE REVOLUTIONARY AND REALISTIC NEW ELECTRIC FIRE.
The DRU Virtuo is a great leap forward in electric fire
technology.
An exclusive projection system creates the stunning 3D
flame picture, which can be transformed into many different
visual effects using the app for smartphones and tablets.
There is even the sound of crackling wood!

The fire is available in front, 2-sided and 3-sided models,
with authentic logs and a mirrored decorative glass interior.
It all adds up to one of the most exciting fireplace product
launches this century!
For full specifications and dealer information,
call 0161 793 8700 or email info@drufire.co.uk

Seeing is believing!
Simply scan this QR code with
your phone or tablet to see our
Virtuo promotional video.

DRUFIRE.COM

